
SHRI VISHWAKARMA SKILL UNIVERSITY 

(State University enacted under the Government of Haryana Act 25, 2016) 

 

Ref No. SVSU/2020/Estt./T /129                                                                                Date: 01/10/2020 

Notification  

Advt. no SVSU/2020/Estt./T/002 

List with the status of applicants as per eligibility criteria notified in the vide advt. 

no.SVSU/2020/Estt/T/002 as observed by Scrutiny Committee: 

 

1. Skill Associate Professor (Mechanical Engineering) 

Sr.No. Name Father’s Name Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted 

01.  Sh. Gadade 
Appaso   

Sh. Machindra   Eligible  

02. Sh. Kaki 
Venkata Rao 

Sh. K. Butchian  Eligible   

03. Sh. Ravi Kumar 
Goyal 

Sh. Mathura 
Lal  Goyal 

 Eligible  

04. Sh. Dr. Parveen 
Pachauri 

Sh. Vijay Singh 
Pachauri 

 Eligible   

05. Dr. Ravinder Pal 
Singh 

Sh. S. Gurdial 
Singh 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1. Mode (Full-time/Part Time) of Ph.D. is not 
mentioned. 

2. Overlapping of the period of the teaching 
experience and Ph.D. degree. 

3. Latest experience certificate required. 
4. Teaching experience certificate for the period 

08/08/2005 to 31/07/2009 is required. 
5. Annexure-I for Ph.D. degree is required. 
6. Patent award certificate not attached. 
7. Proof of M. Tech guidance required. 
8. Require copyright certificate for the 

publication of thesis as book to avoid confict of 
interest. 

06. Dr. Vikas 
Sharma 

Sh. Ram 
Chander 
Sharma 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1. Marksheet of B.Tech. is required. 
2. Latest experience certificate required.  
3. Pay scale for the post claimed, as per 

UGC/AICTE norms not mentioned. 
4. Patent award certificate required. 
5. The proof attached for research score claimed 

in category 2 is insufficient. 
6. ANNEXURE-I for Ph.D. degree is required. 

07. Sh. Anil Kumar 
Aggarwal 

Late Sh. Satya 
Pal Aggarwal 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 

1. Latest experience certificate not attached. 
2. Overlapping of the period of the teaching 

experience and Ph.D. degree. Claimed 



addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

experience of Associate Professor before 
award of Ph. D. degree  

3. One Journal paper is under review, not 
considered. 

4. Require copyright certificate for the 
publication of thesis as book to avoid confict of 
interest.  

08. Sh. Naveent 
Kumar 

Sh. Bhram Pal 
Singh 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1. Candidate enrolled in Civil Engineering 
Department for Ph.D. programme and 
successfully completed from IIT, Delhi. 
Therefore, the relevance of his Ph.D. for the 
applied post needs to be furnished. 

2. Overlapping of the period of the teaching 
experience, M. Tech. and Ph.D. degree.  

3. Period sent as Research Associate is not 
considered in the teaching experience.  

09. Dr. Manoj 
Kumar Gupta  

Sh. J P Gupta Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1.  One experience certificate from Chandigarh 
Group of Colleges not attached. 

2. Overlapping of the period of the teaching 
experience and Ph.D. degree. 

3. Self-attested of documents for experience, 
educational qualification and research socre 
are required. 

4. ANNEXURE-I for Ph.D. degree is required. 
5. Journal details are not attached for two 

publications. 
6. For 3b: no documentary proof attached  

Insufficient proof for category  

10. Sh. Surinder 
Kumar 

Sh. Uday Singh Not Eligible Not fulfilling the following: 
1. Minimum Educational Qualification Required 

1 (ii): at least 2 years shall be post Ph.D. 
experience. 

2. A minimum total research score of Seventh-
five (75) as per the criteria given in Appendix-
II, Table 2 (as per UGC notification- 2018) 

3. The research score shall be from the minimum 
of three categories out of six categories as 
mentioned in Appendix II, Table 2, Note for 
calculating research score.   

11. Sh. Deepak 
Mehra 

Sh. Harish 
Chandra 
Mehra 

Not Eligible Not fulfilling the Minimum Educational 
Qualification Required 1 (iii): at least 2 
years shall be post Ph.D. Experience. 

12. Sh. Mani 
Kanwar Singh 

Sh. Satinder 
Singh 

Not Eligible 1. Not fulfilling the Minimum Educational 
Qualification Required 1 (iii): minimum of 8 
years of experience on 
teaching/research/industry; however, 
candidate is having 2 years post Ph.D. 
experience. 

2. Insufficient experience of 8 years, (7 years9 
months & 25 Days excluding experience 
claimed on hourly basis) 



Application and all supporting documents for 
academic qualification, teaching 
experience and research score do not have 
self-attestation. 

13. Sh. Shekh 
Nasiruddin 

Late Sh. SK 
MD. Younus 

Not Eligible 
& 
Incomplete 

1. No marksheet attached. 
Insufficient minimum teaching experience 
required for the post applied for as prescribed 
in minimum education qualification 1 (iii).  

14. Sh. Virender 
Narula 

Sh. Yash Pal 
Narula 
 

Incomplete 
& Rejected 

1. No supporting documents attached for 
educational qualifications, teaching 
experience and research score claimed. The 
application is incomplete and rejected on the 
ground of the condition mentioned at point 8 
of General Instructions 

15. Dr. Rajiv Arora Sh. Vidya Sagar 
Arora 

Not Eligible 1.   Minimum educational qualification 1(i) not 
fulfilled. Candidate does not have B.Tech. in the 
relevant branch which does not comply with AICTE 
Gazette Notification, dated 28th April, 2017 for 
Major/Core Branch of Engineering/technology 
and their relevant/appropriate courses leading to 
degree in Engineering/technology for recruitment 
to teaching positions.   

16. Sh. Sunil Thakur Sh. Ram Ditta Incomplete 
& Rejected 

1. Post applied for, is not mentioned in the 
application form. 

2. No supporting documents attached for 
teaching experience, and industrial experience 
claimed. Date- wise teaching and industrial 
experience not mentioned. 

3. Attached supporting documents are not self -
attested. 

4. Research score claimed in category 1 is 120. 
However, no supporting documents attached. 

17. Dr. Brajendra 
Nath Tripathi 

Sh. Adya 
Prasad Tripathi 

Incomplete 
& Rejected 

1. No supporting documents attached for 
teaching experience and research score 
claimed. The application is incomplete and 
rejected on the ground of the condition 
mentioned at point 8 of General Instructions 

18. Dr. Chandra 
Shekhar Rajoria 

Sh. Prabhati 
Lal Rajoria  

Rejected 1. Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

19. Mr. Vinod 
Kumar 

Sh. Ram Phal 
Ram 

Irrelevant 
application, 
& Rejected 

1. Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

20. Sh. 
Dharmendra 
Singh 

Sh. Shekhar 
Singh 

Rejected 1. Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

 

 

 

 



2. Skill Associate Professor (Computer Science Engineering) 

Sr.No. Name Father’s 
Name 

Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted  

01. Ms. Ritu Dabas Sh. V.P. 
Dabas 

 Eligible  

02. Ms. Nitin Goyal Sh. 
Shriniwas 
Goyal 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1. Latest experience certificate not attached. 
2. Ph.D. awarded in November 2018, completed in 

26/06/2018 
3. Patent award certificate not attached. 
Research score for paper presentation subsequently 
published as a book chapter/proceeding is counted 
once.  

03 Ms. Usha Batra Sh. B.L. 
Arora 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1. Validation of M. Tech. degree (passed in 2006), is 
required as per AICTE letter number F. No. 13-
60/PNAP/SC-Legal/Dit.Edu./2019 dated 
26/04/2019. 

2. Overlapping of the period of the teaching 
experience, M. Tech. and Ph.D. degree.  

3. Supporting documents for academic 
qualification, teaching experience and research 
score do not have self-attestation.  

4. Experience certificate required as Associate 
required as Associate Professor for the period of 
20/01/2016 to 22/12/2016 and as on Professor 
from 23/12/2016 to till date. 

5. Claimed two Ph.D. thesis submitted. However, no 
supporting document attached. 

6. For 3c: no supporting document attached. 
7. Patent award certificate not attached. 
8. Annexure-I required for award of Ph.D. degree. 
9. Change of the surname of the candidate in the 

academic record and academic career certificate.   

04. Sh. Deepak 
Dembla 

Sh. Laxmi 
Chand 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1. Candidate claimed M. Tech. in information 
technology passed in year 2004 as Part-Time, 
AICTE approval for M. Tech. (IT) part time degree 
is required. 

2. Candidate has claimed doctorate in his 
experience certificate from 2009 onwards. 
However, he completed his Ph.D. in 2013 

3. Experience certificate required for the period 
2013 onwards. 

4. Experience certificate from 2003 to 2005, as 
Guest Faculty, not considered. 

5. Supporting document required for Research 
score for category 2  

7. ANNEXURE-I for Ph.D. degree is required. 

05. Ms. Latika 
Singh 

Sh. Kapoor 
Singh 

Incomplete 
& Rejected 

1. No supporting documents for research score 
and training experience claimed. 

2. On the ground of the condition mentioned at 
point 8 of General Instructions, the application is 
incomplete and rejected.  



06 Sh. Pankaj 
Gupta 

Sh. Umesh 
Chandra 
Gupta 

Not Eligible 1. Not fulfilled minimum 8 years experience out 
of which at least 2 years shall be post Ph.D. 
experience as per minimum education 
qualification requirement 1 (iii). 

07 Ms. Sapna Bajaj  Sh. Ram 
Saran Bajaj 

Not Eligible 1. Eligibility subject to minimum 8 years experience 
out of which at least 2 years shall be post Ph.D. 
experience, as per minimum education 
qualification requirement 1 (iii). 

2. Incomplete application experience certificate (s) 
not attached, on the ground of the condition 
mentioned at point 8 of General Instructions 
application is incomplete   

08 Ms. Urvashi 
Sangwan 

Sh. Man 
Singh 
Sangwan 

Not Eligible 1. Eligibility subject to minimum 8 years experience 
out of which at least 2 years shall be post Ph.D. 
experience, as per minimum education 
qualification requirement 1 (iii) and candidate is 
pursuing Ph.D 

09 Sh. Abhinav 
Garg 

Sh. Arun 
Kumar Garg 

Not Eligible 1. Eligibility subject to minimum 8 years 
experience out of which at least 2 years shall be 
post Ph.D. experience, as per minimum education 
qualification requirement 1 (iii) and candidate is 
pursuing Ph.D. 

10 Mr. Amlendra 
Kumar 

Sh. Kaushal 
Kishor 

Irrelevant 
application, 
& Rejected 

1. Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

                

3.Skill Associate Professor (Electronics Engineering) 

Sr.No. Name Father’s Name Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted  

01. Sh. Raj Kumar Sh. Budh Ram  Eligible  

02 Sh. Rajesh 
Yadav 

Sh. O. P. 
 Yadav 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies  

1. Eligible subject to minimum 8 years  
experience out of which at least 2 years shall 
be post Ph.D. experience, as per minimum 
education qualification requirement 1(iii).  

2. Overlapping of the period of the teaching 
experience and Ph.D. degree. 

3. Self-attested copy of Ph.D. degree required. 
4. Annexure-I for Ph.D. degree required 

03. Sh. Ashwani 
Kumar Yadav 

Sh. Krishan 
Yadav 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies  

1. Latest experience  certificate required to 
ensure eligibility having post Ph.D. 2 years 
experience, as per minimum education 
qualification requirement 1(iii) 

2. Overlapping of the period of the teaching 
experience and Ph.D. degree. 

3. In research score, category 2, supporting 
document for the claim is insufficient. 

4. Patent award certificate not attached. 
5. Annexure-I for Ph.D. degree is required. 

04. Sh. Laxman 
Singh 

Sh. Dharmvir Eligibility 
will be 
determined 

1. Candidate claimed that he has successfully 
completed Ph.D. Programme in the subject 
Electrical Engineering, the relevance of his 



after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

Ph.D. for the applied post needs to be 
furnished. 

2. Candidate registered on 31/12/2010 and 
completed in March, 2016 and claimed the 
teaching experience for the same period i.e. 
overlapping of the period of the Ph.D. degree 
and teaching experience. 

3. Mode (Part-time/full-time) of Ph.D. degree 
required. 

4.  They copy of Ph.D. degree attached does not 
have enrollment number. 

5. In the application form, Over-writing in the 
research score calculation table and not 
countersigned. 

6. All supporting documents for academic 
qualification, teaching experience and 
research score do not have self-attestation.  

7. Experience certificate for teaching 
experience claimed from 01/06/1011 to 
02/02/2013 is not attached. 

8. Supporting document for M. Tech. Guided 
required. 

05. Sh. Manish 
Sharma 

Sh. Brahmdutt 
Sharma 

Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1. Eligibility for the post applied is subject to 
producing supporting document for the 
experience claimed for 05/08/2019 onwards. 

2. Candidate claimed the experience as 
Associate Professor from 10/05/2017, 
whereas he has been awarded Ph.D. on 
07/01/2018. 

3. Candidate claimed 2017 as year of passing for 
Ph.D. degree whereas in supporting 
document degree awarded from Banasthali 
Vidyapeeth University on 07/01/2018. 

4. In attached experience certificates, pay scale 
for the post claimed, as per UGC/AICTE 
norms not mentioned. 

5. For the experience certificate for the period 
Aug-2003 to Aug-2005, date of 
issue/reference number is not mentioned. 

6. Ph.D. Annexure-I required. 
7. Book Chapter supporting documents 

required. 
8. Supporting documents for Ph.D. guided 

required. 
9.  Patent award certificate not attached. 

06. Sh. Sunil Jadev Sh. Badan Singh Eligibility 
will be 
determined 
after 
addressing 

1. Ph.D. degree required, only provisional  
certificate is submitted 

2. Consolidated Teaching experience certificate 
is required. 

3. Supporting documents for research guidance 
are required. 



the 
deficiencies 

4. Self-attestion of documents for experience, 
educational qualification and research score 
are required. 

5. Annexure-I for Ph.D. required. 

07 Sh. Ramesh P  Sh. N. 
Pushpangadan 

Rejected 1. Requisite fees through demand draft is 
not attached. Application is rejected.   

08 Sh. Vijay Kumar 
Lamba 

Sh. Tara Chand 
Lamba 

Rejected 1. Requisite fees is not paid as demand 
Draft, but a cheque attached.  

 

5. Skill Associate Professor (Electrical Engineering) 

Sr.No. Name Father’s Name Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted  

01. Sh. Jasan Deep 
Singh 

Sh. Harpal 
Singh 

 Eligible  

02. Sh. Vikram 
Kumar 

Sh. Sawan 
Dass 

Eligibility will 
be 
determined 
after 
addressing 
the 
deficiencies 

1. Overlapping of the period of the teaching 
experience, M. Tech. and Ph.D. degree. 
Claimed experience of Associate Professor 
before award of Ph.D. degree 

2. Fulfillment of the Minimum Educational 
Qualification required 1 (iii): Minimum of 8 
years of experience in teaching/research/ 
industry experience needs to be verified. 

3. No supporting documents attached for the 
research score claimed for category 2,3,4 and 
5. 

The mode (Part-time/Full-time) of Ph.D. degree 
is not mentioned. 

03 Ms. Neha 
Gupta  

Late Sh. Tara 
Chand Gupta 

Not Eligible 1. M. Tech. in Material Science and Engineering 
which is not relevant as per AICTE Gazette 
notification dated April 28, 2017 for Major/ 
Core Branch of Engineering/ technology and 
their relevant/ appropriate courses leading 
to degree in Engineering/ technology for 
recruitment to teaching positions. Minimum 
Educational Qualification I (i) not fulfilled. 

2. Latest Experience Certificate required. 
3. Require copyright certificate for the 

publication of thesis as book to avoid confict 
of interest. 

4. For one book, ISBN is not given.  

04 Sh. Laxman 
Singh  

Sh. Dharmvir Not Eligible 1. Minimum educational qualification 1(i) not 
fulfilled. Candidate does not have B. Tech. in 
the relevant branch which does not comply 
with AICTE Gazette notification, dated 28th 
April 2017 for Major/ core branch of 
engineering/ technology and their relevant/ 
appropriate courses leading to degree in 
engineering/ technology for recruitment to 
teaching position. 



2. All supporting documents for academic 
qualification, teaching experience and 
research score do not have self-attestation. 

05 Sh. Om Krishan Sh. Hukam 
Chan 

Not Eligible 1. Minimum 8 years experience required out of 
which at least 2 years shall be post Ph. D. 
experience, as per minimum education 
qualification requirement 1 (iii). 

 

5.Skill Associate Professor (Physics)                                                                                                                    

Sr.No. Name Father’s Name Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted 

01.  Dr. Hukum 
Singh 

Sh. Brij Lal 
Singh 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. As per General Instruction No. 09, applicant 
must submit the proof of peer reviewed/UGC 
listed journals/impact Factor/Indexed which 
is not attached.  

2. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
3. Experience certificate from 01.08.1997 to 

31.07.2000 is not attached  
4. Experience certificate from 25.05.2003 to 

31.05.2005 is not attached  
5. Experience certificate from 01.07.2015 to till 

date is claimed but submitted certificate is 
upto 26.09.2019 

6. No proof is attached for the book publication  
7. No proof of design of curriculum is attached 
8. No proof is attached for M. Phil Guidance   
9. Proof of project work attached is not in the 

name of Applicant  

02. Dr. Raj 
Kumari  

Sh. Chittar 
Singh 

Not Eligible 2. Claimed 10 Years and 06 months but 
experience certificate is not attached  

3. Candidate does not fulfill the condition of API 
score is minimum three categories  

4. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
As per the General Instruction No. 09, applicant 
must submit the proof of peer reviewed/UGC 
listed journals/Impact Factor/Indexed.  

03. Dr. 
Mandakini 

Sh. Ravinder 
Kumar  

Not Eligible Does not fulfil the basic minimum qualification 

04. Dr. Sonia  Sh. Puran Mal 
Bansal  

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed /UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed  

2. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
Certificate of submission or award of Ph.D under 
supervision has to be submitted  

05. Sunil Kumar  Sh. 
Omprakash  

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 

1. However, candidate has to clarify 
whether Ph.D has been completed on full 
time basis or part-time. If it is on full-time 
basis then duration for Ph.D completion 



 

6. Skill Associate Professor (English) 

Sr.No. Name Father’s 
Name 

Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted 

01. Dr. Anand 
Kumar 

Sh. Ram 
Kumar 

Irrelevant 
Application 

Application has applied for the post of Assistant 
Professor which was not advertised. Moreover, 
Applicant has not deposited the fee.  

02. Dr.  Priya 
Raghav  

---- Not Eligible 1. Application Rejected  
2. Form not in prescribed format and fee 

not deposited.  

 03. Sh. Bijender 
(Direct) 

Sh. 
Ramchandir 

Eligibility will be 
decided after 
addressing the 
discrepancy 

1. Claimed Experience 11 Years 11 
Months but Experience Certificate not 
submitted for the same duration  

2. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of 
peer reviewed/UGC listed 
journals/Impact Factor/Indexed 
which is not attached.  

3. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
5. NOC not submitted 
6. Experience certificate from claimed 

experience from 24.09.2008 to 
01.08.2013 is not attached  

7. Signed copy of proof of contribution in 
designing the curriculum is not 
attached  

8. Experience certificate for the duration 
01.08.2015 to till date  is not attached  

addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

will not be included in the experience 
otherwise in case of Part-time Ph.D 
without any scholarship, then the 
experience during the Ph.D shall be 
included in the experience. 

2. No proof in support of Industry and 
Research Experience  

3. Fresh caste certificate needs to be 
submitted  

4. As per General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed/UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed  

5. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
 



4 Sh. Bijender 
(Deputation)  

Sh. 
Ramchandir 

Eligibility will be 
decided after 
addressing the 
discrepancy 

1. Claimed Experience 11 Years 11 
Months but Experience Certificate not 
submitted for the same duration  

2. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of 
peer reviewed/UGC listed 
journals/Impact Factor/Indexed 
which is not attached. 

3. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
4. NOC not submitted 
5. Experience certificate from claimed 

experience from 24.09.2008 to 
01.08.2013 is not attached  

6. Signed copy of proof of contribution in 
designing the curriculum is not 
attached  

7. Experience certificate for the duration 
01.08.2015 to till date  is not attached  

 

7.Skill Associate Professor (Public Health) 

Sr.No. Name Father’s 
Name 

Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted 

01. Sh. Rakesh 
Yadav 

Sh. Bani 
Singh Yadav 

Eligibility will be 
decided after 
addressing the 
discrepancy 

1. Ph. D in Pharmaceutical Sciences, 
Submit the proof that Pharmaceutical 
Sciences is allied/relevant discipline for 
the application in Public Health  

2. Candidate has claimed experience till 
05.02.2012 in application form 
whereas the duration is from 
21.07.2011 to 04.02.2012 in the 
experience certificate. 

3. Experience certificate must be 
submitted by the candidate for the 
given duration (06.02.2012 to 28.02.17 
and 01.03.2017 to till date)  

4. Annexure-II not attached  
5. Proof of supervisor/co-supervisor must 

be submitted by the candidate for Ph.D 
and PG Dissertations  

6. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed 

02. Dr. Sanjay 
Kumar 
Bhardwaj 

Sh. Jogi Ram  Eligibility will be 
decided after 
addressing the 
discrepancy 

1. Submit the proof that Management 
is allied/relevant discipline of Public 
Health  

2. Submit the proof of completion of 
course work of Ph.D 



3. Submit the proof of completion of 
Ph.D in three years  

4. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
5. Submit the proof that management 

is a relevant/allied discipline for 
application in Public Health at PG 
Level  

6. From the mark list submitted  by the 
candidate, the duration of PG seems 
to be one half year, submit the proof 
that PG Has been completed in two 
years. 

7. The marksheet of PG Thrid semester 
and fourth semester shows the same 
duration, clarify.  

8. Experience certicate submitted for 
the duration 15-05-2017 to 
29.02.2020 on the position of Deputy 
Director: Justify the relevance and 
allied discipline for the experience  

9. Experience claimed for the period 
03.11.14 to 30.09.15 has not 
mentioned the year. Only 3rd Nov. is 
written: Submit the corrected 
experience certificate  

10. Experience certificate submitted for 
the duration 01.11.14 to 30.09.15 is 
for the position of consultant: submit 
the proof that the candidate has 
been working on regular basis in the 
company  

11. Submit the proof that the candidates 
on the experiences are in 
relevant/allied areas  

12. As per general instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of 
peer reviewed/UGC listed 
journals/Impact factor/ Indexed  

13. Submit the supportive documents for 
the curriculum developed.  

03. Ms. Neeti 
Sharma  

Sh. Parmod 
Sharma 

Not Eligible 1. Ph.d in Home Science, Submit the proof 
that Home Science is allied/relevant 
discipline of Public Health 

2. M.Sc in Home Science, Submit the 
proof that Home Science is 
allied/relevant discipline of Public 
Health 

3. Submit the experience certificate for 
claimed 12 years experience  

4. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
 



04. Sh. Amit 
Prakash 
Sharma 

Sh. Banwari 
Lal 

Not Eligible 1. Application rejected  
2. Application fee not deposited  
3. Do not possess minimum 

qualification.  

05. Dr. Shekhar 
Grover  

Sh. Madan 
Lal Grover 

Not Eligible  Minimum educational qualification not 
fulfill.  

06.  Dr. Sonika Raj  Sh. Raj Kumar 
Bansal 

Not Eligible  Applicant is short of relevant experience.  

 

8.Skill Associate Professor (Hotel Management) 

Sr.No. Name Father’s 
Name 

Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted 

01. Dr. Sunita 
Badhwar  

Sh. Chand 
Singh 
Badhwar 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Experience certificates of the duration 
02.07.2007 to 09.07.2008, 25.07.2008 to 
07.09.2008, 20.01.2006 to 16.06.2006, 
20.06.2006 to 24.02.2007 are prequalification 

2. Experience certificate attached has 
discrepancy with their claim. 

3. There is cutting in the experience certificate 
of BCIHMCT, resubmit the certificate  

4. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed which is not attached  

5. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
 

02 Dr. Neeraj 
Aggarwal  

Sh. Raj 
Kumar 
Aggarwal 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Experience prior to Post graduation 
qualification is pre-qualification 
experience.  

2. Submit proof of experience to fulfill 
minimum eligibility criterion  

3. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
4. NOC not submitted  
5. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 

applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed which is not attached 

 

03 Dr. Savita 
Sharma  

Dr. S.B.S 
Misra  

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Experience prior to Post graduation 
qualification is pre-qualification experience 

2. Submit the proof of equivalence of 
experience to Assistant Professor  

3. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
4. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 

applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed which is not attached  
 

04 Ms. Neeti 
Sharma  

Sh. Parmod 
Sharma 

Not Eligible  1. Application fee not deposited  
2. No API Score  



05 Dr. Sanjeev 
Kumar Saxena  

Sh. Satish 
Chand 
Saxena 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Submit the proof for relevance/allied 
discipline in Ph.D  

2. Submit the proof for relevance/allied 
discipline in PG  

3. Submit the proof for relevance/allied 
discipline in UG 

4. Submit grade conversion formula for Matric 
Examination  

5. Necessary qualification at UG Level is 
completed after PG 

6.  As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed which is not attached 

7. Annexure-I/Annexure-II not attached  
 

 

9.Skill Associate Professor(Management) 

Sr.No. Name Father’s 
Name 

Status Remarks/Discrepancies Noted 

01. Ms. Nidhi 
Maheswari 

Sh. Jagdish 
Chandra 
Maheswari  

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is 
not attached 

2. Annexure-I/II is not attached  
3. Submit the experience certificates 
4. Submit the proof of Publication of 

Chapters in the edited books. 

02 Sh. Devender 
Kumar Pandey 

Sh. 
Rajeshwar 
Kumar 
Pandey 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Submit proof for consideration of 
qualification under pattern 11+3 instead 
of 10+2+3 

2. Submit mark list of all the qualifications 
i.e, B.Sc and MBA  

3. Annexure-I/II is not attached  
4. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 

applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed which is not attached  

03. Sh. Bharat 
Bhushan 

Sh. 
Gordhan 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached  

2. Annexure II is not attached  

04 Sh. 
Chanderjeet 

Sh. Dhoop 
Singh 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 

1. Annexure-I/II is not attached  
2. All marksheet of BA and MBA submitted as 

degree of BA after case of improvement and 



addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

MBA degree are awarded for examination 
held in same year i.e, 2006. 

3. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached 

 
 

05 Dr. Sonal 
Trivedi 

Sh. Sanjeev 
Trivedi 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Candidate has API score under only one 
category so does not fulfil the minimum 
condition of score under three categories, 
Moreover the total API score claimed is 60, 
so again the minimum qualification 
condition is not fulfilled. 

2. Candidate should be submit the grade 
conversion form.  

3. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached   

4. Annexure-I/II is not attached  
 

06 Dr. Samarth 
Singh 

Sh. 
Rajendra 
Pal Singh  

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached  

2. Annexure-I/II is not attached  
3. Submit the conversion scale of CGPA. 
4. As mentioned in application form candidate 

must submit the experience certificate to 
claim the minimum relevant experience for 
the post applied. 

5. Pre-Qualification experience will not be 
considered  

6. As mentioned in application form candidate 
should submit the Industry experience 
certificate. 

07 Ms. Ritu 
Chikkara  

Sh. Rajbir 
Solanki 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Marksheet of 10+2 not attached  
2. Marksheet of UG is not attached  
3. Candidate is short of minimum experience  
4. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 

applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached   

5. Annexure-I/II is not attached  

08 Ms. Rekha Sh. Suresh 
Kumar 

Eligibility 
will be 

1. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 



decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached 

2. Proof of research Guidance for PG need to 
be attached.  

3. Proof of Award/Fellowship. 
4. Experience certificate from the present 

employer is to be submitted. 
5. Candidate should submit all the copies of 

documents on A4 size paper as six 
documents submitted on a single (A4 size) 
paper are not visible. 

6. Annexure-I/II is not attached 

09 Dr. Nidhi 
(Direct) 

Sh. R.K. 
Dhankar 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Annexure-I/II is not attached 
2. PG Marksheet not attached 
3. The experience certificate must be attached 

to claim the minimum 
qualification/eligibility required for the post 
of Skill Associate Professor. 

4. For claiming API score for Ph.D guidance, the 
applicant must submit the proof of the 
same. 

5. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached 

6. No supporting document for claiming the 
API as mentioned in the application form. 

7. For claiming the marks for design of new 
curricula and courses in the application form 
but not attached any supporting document 
regarding the same.  

8. Documents not self-attested.  

10 Dr. Nidhi  
(Deputation) 

Sh. R.K. 
Dhankar 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1 Annexure-I/II is not attached 
2.  PG Marksheet not attached 
3. The experience certificate must be attached 

to claim the minimum 
qualification/eligibility required for the post 
of Skill Associate Professor. 

4. For claiming API score for Ph.D guidance, the 
applicant must submit the proof of the 
same. 

5. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal  

6. No supporting document for claiming the API 
as mentioned in the application form. 

7. For claiming the marks for design of new 
curricula and courses in the application form 



but not attached any supporting document 
regarding the same.  

8. Documents not self-attested.  

11 Dr. Sanjeev 
Kumar Saxena  

Sh. Satish 
Chandra 
Saxena 

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Annexure-I/II is not attached 
2. Awards of marks in grades and conversion 

formula for the same may be provided  
3. Cutting in date of experience letter. 
4. Experience certificate not attached  
5. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 

applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached 

 

12 Dr. Sanjay 
Kumar 
Bhardwaj 

Sh. Jogi 
Ram  

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Submit the proof that Management is 
allied/relevant discipline of Public Health 

2. Submit the proof of completion of course 
work of Ph.D  

3. Submit the proof of completion of Ph.D in 
three years 

4. Annexure-I/II not attached 
5. Submit the proof that Management is a 

allied/relevant discipline for application in 
Public Health at PG Level 

6. From the mark list submitted by the 
candidate, the duration of PG SEEMS TO BE 
one and half year, submit the proof that PG 
has been completed in two years. 

7. The Marksheet of PG third semester and 
fourth semester shows the same duration, 
clarify. 

8. Experience certificate submitted for the 
duration 15-05-2017 to 29.02.2020 on the 
position of deputy Director : Justify the 
relevance and allied discipline for the 
experience  

9. Experience claimed for the period 03.11.14 
to 30.09.15 has not mentioned the year. 
Only 3rd Nov. is written: Submit the 
corrected experience certificate. 

10. Experience certificate submitted for the 
duration 11.11.14 to 30.09.15 is for the 
positon of Consultant: Submit the proof that 
the candidate has been working on regular 
basis in the company 

11.  Submit the proof that the candidate’s all the 
experiences are in relevant/allied areas 

12. Submit the supportive documents for the 
curriculum developed  

13. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 
applicant must submit the proof of peer 



reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/Indexed which is not attached 
 

13 Sh. Ajay Kumar 
Garg  

Sh. Inder 
Lal Gupta  

Eligibility 
will be 
decided 
after 
addressing 
the 
discrepancy 

1. Annexure II is not attached on the university 
letter head  

2. 10th Marksheet not attached  
3. 12th Marksheet not attached  
4. Proof for eight years continuous working 

experience in teaching. 
5. Submit the experience certificate for 

Industry Experience  
6. As per the General Instruction No. 09, 

applicant must submit the proof of peer 
reviewed UGC listed journals/Impact 
Factor/AICTE Indexed Journal which is not 
attached 

7. Submit the proof of Publication of Chapters 
in edited books with ISSN No. 

8. Submit the proof of Publication of edited 
book by International Publication. 

9. Submit the proof of research guidance of PG 
& M.Phil issued by the institute. 

14. Dr. Nidhi 
Maheshwari 

Sh. Jagdish 
Chandra 
Maheswari  

Rejected  2nd application received after last date of 
receiving the applications. 

14. Mrs. Reenu Sh. Shri 
Chand 

Rejected  Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

15. Mr. Budhi Sagar 
Mishra 

Sh. 
Bhagavati 
Prasad 
Mishra 

Rejected  Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

16. Mr. Kamal Pant Sh. Bhuvan 
Chandra 
Pant 

Rejected  Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

17.  Dr. Megha 
Aggarwal 

Sh. Nanak 
Chand 

Rejected  Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

18. Dr. Shivoham 
Singh 

Sh. Shiva 
Pratap 
Singh 

Rejected Received after last date of receiving the 
applications. 

 

Note: 

1. The candidates having any observation on the remarks/Discrepancies noted may give 

their representation/clarification up to 14th Oct 2020, through speed post/by hand to The 

Registrar, SVSU, Transit Office, Plot no.147, Sector 44, Gurugram, Haryana. No 

representation/clarification will be entertained through email. 

2. No representation will be entertained after 14th Oct 2020 , 5:00  pm. 

3. If no representation /clarification on the reported status are received till last date, the 

candidature of the application will not be considered for further processing. All such 

candidates will be considered as not eligible for further processing. 



4. As per clause 16 of the Advt No. SVSU/Estt/T 002, number of applications are less 

than required numbers so following post will be re-advertised: - 

a) Skill Associate Professor (Remote Sensing/GIS) 

b) Skill Associate Professor (Mathematics) 

c) Skill Associate Professor (Psychology) 

d) Skill Associate Professor (Agriculture Engineering) 

e) Skill Associate Professor (Civil Engineering) 

             However, applicants who have submitted their application for these posts vide 

Advt.No.  SVSU/Estt/T/002 will not have to re-submit their application. However, they 

may provide any additional information, if needed. 

5. Above discrepancies are noted on the basis of the information provided by the 

applicant. The final eligibility will be subject to the verification of original documents.    

6. The final list of Eligible candidates will be published after examining all 

representations/clarification of the applicants. 

7. The final list along with interview schedule will be uploaded on university website only 

and no individual correspondence will be made with the candidates. Candidates are 

requested to keep visiting university website for any update. 

 

       

                                                                                                                       Registrar  

 


